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The Great Spas of Europe is a ‘Transnational Serial’

nomination, formed of 11 famous historic thermal spa

towns and cities in seven countries which are hoping to be

inscribed on the World Heritage List at the forthcoming

(Extended 44th) session of the World Heritage

Committee, meeting in China between 16th and 31st July

2021. 

The Great Spas, in Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic,

France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom

represent a unique cultural achievement which reached its

height in the 18th and 19th centuries, as well as a

particular urban type and form which deserves global

recognition as a phenomenon which helped to shape the

Europe we know today.  

Not just a

monument

but a whole

philosophy.

11 towns

7 countries

1 property

Continuing 

 a living

tradition.



Springs and sources and ensembles of spa buildings enabling people to ‘take the

waters’ such as baths, pump rooms, drinking halls, and prototypes such as the

‘kurhaus’ and ‘kursaal’.

Places to take gentle exercise – walking and promenading (also meeting and

been seen by others) in paved and covered colonnades and galleries and

landscaped parks and gardens, as well as in extensive networks of footpaths and

trails in the surrounding woods and landscape.Golf, tennis and horseracing

were also provided.

Social activity – facilities developed for mixing and socialising in assembly

rooms and conversation rooms, and for ‘diversions’ such as gaming. Casinos,

theatres, opera houses, concert and dance halls can be found in most of the

‘Great Spas’.

A range of accommodation was important to house large numbers of guests,

and the number and size of hotels as well as numerous villas is a distinctive

attribute of the ‘Great Spas of Europe’.

The urban landscape includes infrastructure that is especially linked to spas,

such as hospitals based on mineral springs, funiculars that lead to lookout

towers or restaurants in the landscape, river transport and railways, facilities to

bottle and export the water and its by-products and even the pipework

transporting the all-important water. 

Vistas: buildings and spaces connect visually with their picturesque setting of

idealised nature.

Finally, the ‘therapeutic landscape’ – a green environment used regularly for

exercise as a contribution to the therapy of the cure, and for relaxation and

enjoyment.

Each of the ‘Great Spas’ all have features in common although their structure and

spatial layout varies depending on local geographical conditions and constraints.

The common elements across the towns, which all contribute to them being 'Great

Spas are: 

The Great Spas of Europe developed around natural mineral springs which were the

catalyst for an innovative model of spatial organisation which included therapeutic

and recreational landscapes dedicated to curative and social functions. These

fashionable resorts of health, leisure and sociability created architectural prototypes

and an urban typology that has no earlier parallel. They were early pioneers of

modern tourism, and the only European settlement type to be in cultural competition

with the great metropolises and capital cities of Europe.

What Makes a Great Spa of Europe?



Baden bei Wien, AUSTRIA

Spa, BELGIUM

Františkovy Lázně, CZECH REPUBLIC

Karlovy Vary, CZECH REPUBLIC

Mariánské Lázně, CZECH REPUBLIC

Vichy, FRANCE

Bad Ems, GERMANY

Baden-Baden, GERMANY

Bad Kissingen, GERMANY

Montecatini Terme, ITALY

City of Bath, UNITED KINGDOM

 

(in alphabetical order by country):

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

At a Glance:
The Great Spas of Europe

The Great Spas of Europe propose justification of Outstanding Universal Value on the

following criteria:

Criterion (ii) Influence on Modern European Towns
Criterion (iii) Taking the Cure; human health and mineral springs

Criterion (iv) A unique urban typology
Criterion (vi) Vectors of transnational culture

A full list of all ten UNESCO criteria may be found here.

 UNESCO World Heritage Committee papers for the 44th meeting to be held between 16th and 31st

July can be found here.  See pages 3, and 17-19. 

If the UNESCO recommendation is accepted by the World Heritage Committee on 24th July, the

name of the project will change to the Great Spa Towns of Europe, and only criteria (ii) and (iii)

are considered necessary to express the Outstanding Universal Value of the Property.

https://whc.unesco.org/en/criteria/
https://whc.unesco.org/archive/2021/whc21-44com-8B-en.pdf


Spa, Belgium: Café of Europe

Františkovy Lázně, Czech Republic: 

A European Model Spa
Františkovy Lázně is a planned ideal nineteenth century ‘new

(spa) town’ in the ‘West Bohemian Spa Triangle’. It was built at

the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries on a 300m-

square orthogonal grid centred on a widespread thermal spring-

field. Its harmonious look is founded on the Baroque principles

symmetry and is characterised by an inner and outer spa

landscape with a triple belt of parks, in which twenty-four

springs and their pavilions are linked by long and level

promenades. The town is surrounded by extensive forest and

moorland that inspired it to become one of the earliest peat spas

in the world. Its historic specialism in treating women’s illnesses

prompted ladies to visit without accompaniment by men, an

early place of emancipation. Musical and literary works were

created by composers and authors of international renown, such

as J.W. Goethe, who visited over 30 times.

Spa,  ‘Pearl of the Belgian Ardennes’, played an important role,

as early as the seventeenth century, in the recognition of the

medical properties of mineral water. Its carbonated waters were

ideally suited to drinking and have been widely distributed across

Europe ever since, leading to the introduction of the name “spa”

in the English vocabulary. Since the early eighteenth century,

Spa’s many springs, located on a wooded hillside south of the

town were used for both crenotherapy and physical activity, with

a network of walks linking the various springs and connecting

them to the town. Spa became internationally-renowned as the

‘Café of Europe’, and a pioneer of gaming. From the second half

of the nineteenth century it was transformed into a modern spa

resort with French classicist architecture. Today, thermal

tradition and know-how is sustained by the addition of a new

thermal centre overlooking the town.

Baden bei Wien, Austria: Spa of Emperors
Baden bei Wien is just 30km from Vienna, the historic seat of one

of the world’s greatest imperial dynasties - the Habsburgs. Baden

was one of their favourite summer resorts; a ‘Spa of Emperors’ and

a magnet for high-level politics. The town uniquely combines the

classicist architecture of the beginning of the nineteenth century

with the architecture and infrastructures of the turn of the

twentieth century when Baden became a world class spa resort.

The spa district is centred on the spa garden that contains the

Kurhaus, Trinkhalle, Sommerarena and music pavilion. The

therapeutic and recreational spa landscape extends into a scenic

terrain of hills and valley that contain a distinguished belt of villas

and parks. Musical heritage of outstanding universal significance

is linked to one of the favourite workplaces of Wolfgang Amadeus

Mozart, Ludwig van Beethoven and Johann Strauß.



Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic: Europe's Open-air Salon
Karlovy Vary is known as ‘the largest open-air salon of Europe’,

and has hosted royal families, European heads-of-state, high

aristocracy and prominent artists. It is distinguished by a geyser-

like spring phenomenon and unique composition of thermal

water, innovative methods in balneology, and a prolific and

outstanding architectural spa ensemble. The spa quarter follows

the numerous hot springs that emerge in the Teplá (Warm)

River valley and displays rich Historicist and Art Nouveau styles

of architecture. The surrounding spa landscape is characterised

by terraced valley sides, extravagant villas, promenades and

pathways, and solitary lookout buildings. Nowhere today is the

‘drinking cure’ more evident than in the numerous beautiful

colonnades where thousands of daily visitors may be seen

drinking from traditionally-shaped porcelain spa cups. 

Mariánské Lázně, Czech Republic: 

Grand Harmony with Nature

Mariánské Lázně, the 'spa in the park' is an early nineteenth

century ‘new (spa) town’ in the ‘West Bohemian Spa Triangle’,

and makes a significant contribution to the innovative historic

urban landscape of The Great Spas of Europe. From the 1870s it

gained an international reputation as a meeting place of royal

families and the aristocracy, a venue for important global political

negotiations, for scientific gatherings, and as a place of

inspiration for high-art. Prolific mineral springs provide a focus

for the Central Park and a diverse neoclassical ensemble of

outstanding nineteenth and early twentieth century spa buildings,

including pavilions, an iconic colonnade and the 'singing

fountain'. Springs rise in a swathe of wooded hills with

therapeutic and recreational trails. Mariánské Lázně remains a

significant centre of European balneotherapy - ‘taking the cure’

in original spa buildings with preserved interiors and equipment. 

The Great Spas of Europe proved exceptional

testimony to the European spa tradition, a complex

urban, social and cultural phenomenon that has its

roots in antiquity, but which gained its highest

expression from around 1700 to the 1930s. 



Vichy, France: Queen of the Spa Towns

Bad Ems, Germany: The Picturesque Imperial Spa 

Baden-Baden, Germany: Summer Capital of Europe

Vichy, ‘Queen of Spas’, and France, greatly contributed to the

creation of nineteenth century European spa culture. It is the

most prestigious and well-known French spa town, the model

spa. Located on a flat plain beside the River Allier, it combines

Parisian urban principles with a spa promenade inside the city.

Napoleon III encouraged the building of a new spa town laid

out with parks and boulevards, a cosmopolitan ‘Little Paris’ of

grand bath complexes, pump rooms connected by covered

promenades, casino and theatre, hotels and villas. The success

of Vichy resumed after difficult times in the Second World

War, and bottled water – ‘reine des villes d’eaux’ - continued to

be exported in large quantities, worldwide. This further

provides the basis for trademark cosmetics and skin care

products of the Vichy Laboratories, the leading skincare brand

in European continental pharmacies.

Bad Ems, is a compact ‘Great Spa’, showing in both form and

function, the depth of the European bathing tradition over

time. Set in a deeply cut valley of a tributary of the Rhine, the

picturesque ‘Imperial Spa’ became one of the most important

spa towns in Germany; a venue for major political events and

decisions, pioneering gaming and a vibrant musical heritage. Its

thermal springs are clustered by the river where the spa quarter

has continually occupied the same site throughout history.

Architectural developments range from the medieval ‘Wildbad’

through courtly life in the Baroque, to the sophisticated

international resort of the nineteenth century and modernising

developments of the early twentieth century. The spa landscape

has challenging therapeutic trails and high rocky overlooks. Bad

Ems mineral water has a long bottling history, and its salts are

still used in the famous Emser pastilles.

Baden-Baden, the ‘Summer Capital of Europe’, was patronised

by the ruling and cultural elite of nineteenth century continental

Europe. Located on the western edge of the Black Forest, it

became one of Europe’s largest and most fashionable spas with

an unbroken tradition of using mineral water for healing from

antiquity to the present. Reflected by the separate spa quarter,

newly developed across the River Oos from the old town, it was

here, in the Kurhaus and Casino, that Baden-Baden acquired a

worldwide reputation as the supreme example of the German

gaming spa. It was also a place of inspiration for major artists

and works of universal significance. Today, balneological

treatments and bathing continue with great popularity in both

historic and new thermal establishments, while an outstanding

tradition of music and theatre is vibrantly sustained.



Bad Kissingen, Germany: 

Between Classicism and Modernity

Montecatini Terme, Italy: Garden Spa of Europe

City of Bath, United Kingdom: Georgian Spa City

Bad Kissingen, the Bavarian ‘Great Spa’ that bridges nineteenth

century neoclassicism and modernity, is outstanding for the

reform era of the early twentieth century. Architect Max Littmann

built and rebuilt almost the entire spa in exceptional architecture

using innovative forms and materials; the Wandelhalle pump

room is the largest structure of its kind in the world. Development

took place outside the medieval walled town, guided by the cluster

of springs, the Saale River, and the oldest formal spa garden

outside an urban context, all making a seamless transition into

parks and wooded hills. Internationalism increased from 1874

with visits by German Imperial Chancellor Otto von Bismarck.

His living quarters are preserved at the Upper Saline, part of a

second spa quarter distinguished by early industrial-scale facilities

for the production of brine, an important feature of European

spas. Health tourism remains vibrant in this ‘Great Spa’.

MontecatiniTerme, with its early distinguished role in the

recognition of the medical properties of mineral water, is an

important spa town in a country rich in thermal springs.

Attracting important intellectuals and artists, such as Verdi,

Puccini and Leoncavallo, the town is an ambitious regeneration

project transformed a late-eighteenth century ‘garden spa’ into a

‘landscape spa’. Monumental spa architecture, centred on four

main springs, is dotted jewel-like within an oasis of gardens,

formal parkland and promenades.  Greenery continues in a

swathe of pine trees and terraced olive groves that, together

with the historic funicular railway, ascend  steep slopes crowned

by Montecatini Alto - also the focal point of the central

boulevard. With its eclectic and liberty spa architecture

reinterpreted in Tuscan style, Montecatini Terme continues to

serve as a centre for balneological treatment. 

City of Bath is held to be one of the earliest and most profoundly

influential ‘Great Spas’. From a medieval walled city around its

central cluster of hot springs, the grand ‘Georgian Spa’ was created

during the eighteenth century when frequently visited by Royalty

and high aristocracy. Bath doctors pioneered diagnostic medicine

based on its mineral waters, and the surrounding landscape was

managed as part of ‘the cure’. Dedicated to leisure, pleasure and

high-fashion, ‘Masters of the Ceremony’ devised and policed the

‘Rules of Bath’, a model for continental spas. Bath contributed to the

creation of a polite society, helping to shape European democratic

traditions and ideals. Distinguished by iconic spa buildings,

exceptional Georgian town planning, Palladian architectural

ensembles, crescents and squares, Bath has managed its hot springs

for 2000 years. Today, it is sustained as a living spa, its bathing

functions enhanced by original refurbishments and new additions.



Contacts
UNESCO Division, Czech Republic

Dita Limová, Head of UNESCO Division, Czech
Republic
International Relations Department Ministry of
Culture of the Czech Republic
E: Dita.Limova@mkcr.cz 
T: +420 257 085 371

Great Spas of Europe

Paul Simons, Secretary General
E: paul@simonsassociates.co.uk
T: +44 7785 506338
W: www.greatspasofeurope.eu

Baden bei Wien

Hans Hornyik, Site Coordinator
E: Hans.hornyik@noel.gv.at
T: +4367681211489
W: www.baden.at

Spa

Anne PIRARD, Site manager
E: Anne.pirard@villedespa.be
T: +32 494 32 37 74
W: www.villedespa.be

Františkovy Lázně 

Jitka Ettler Štěpánková, Site manager 
E: stepankova@frantiskovy-lazne.info
T: +420 777486082
W: www.frantiskovy-lazne.info

Karlovy Vary

Lucie Sochorková, UNESCO Site Manager
E: l.sochorkova@kamkv.cz
T: +420 702 241 795
W: www.karlovyvary.cz

Mariánské Lázně

Vladimir Kajlik, Site Manager Marianske Lazne
E: vkajlik@gmail.com
T: +420 727-876-312
W: www.marianskelazne.cz

Vichy

 Anke MATTHYS
Adjoint à la Direction du Projet de Ville -
Coordinateur local candidature UNESCO “Great Spas
of Europe”
E: a.matthys@ville-vichy.fr
T: +33 4 70 30 55 65
W: www.vichy-destinations.fr

Bad Ems

Hans-Jürgen Sarholz, Head of municipal archives and
museum, site manager
E: Museum-bad-ems@gmx.de
T: +49 15110317167
W: www.vgben.de

Baden-Baden  

Lisa Poetschki, Head of Department for World
Heritage Nomination and Urban Design
E: Lisa.Poetschki@Baden-Baden.de
T: +49 162 274 3954 / +49 162 159 1762
W: www.baden-baden.de

Bad Kissingen

Anna Maria Boll, Site Manager
E: aboll@stadt.badkissingen.de
T:+49 1754822275
W: www.badkissingen.de

Montecatini Terme

Rafaela Verdicchio, Site manager
E: rafaela.verdicchio@comune.montecatini-terme.pt.it
T: +393204394494
W: www.comune.montecatini-terme.pt.it

City of Bath

Tony Crouch, World Heritage Manager
E: Tony_crouch@bathnes.gov.uk
T: +44 777 6339651
W: www.bathworldheritage.org.uk

http://www.greatspasofeurope.eu/
https://www.baden.at/
https://www.villedespa.be/
http://www.frantiskovy-lazne.info/
https://www.karlovyvary.cz/en
https://www.marianskelazne.cz/en/
https://www.vichy-destinations.fr/
https://www.vgben.de/
https://www.baden-baden.de/
https://www.badkissingen.de/
http://www.comune.montecatini-terme.pt.it/servizi/notizie/notizie_homepage.aspx
https://www.bathworldheritage.org.uk/


 

Frequently Asked Questions

1. What’s it all about?

Inscription on the World Heritage List is the highest international recognition for global cultural and

natural heritage sites. It is managed by UNESCO (the United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural

Organisation) on behalf of the United Nations from its headquarters in Paris.

Background and timetable

2. What’s a “transnational serial nomination”? 

3.  How will it work in practice?

The eleven spa towns in this nomination form a series which have been carefully selected from the many

hundreds of thermal spa towns across Europe. Collectively they best illustrate the many attributes of a

Great Spa town and are found across seven different countries therefore the nomination is ‘transnational’

by nature. UNESCO welcome such examples of cross-border cooperation.    

The Great Spas of Europe will be one considered to be World Heritage Site. Although there are eleven

separate towns in seven countries, the site will be managed through an overarching Property Management

Plan. This will bring added value through mutual support, co-operation and a strong brand. The GSE will

however not replace the usual duties of each town to continue to promote and manage the spa to the best

of its abilities.    

4. Why are you going for World Heritage status?

World Heritage is the designation for places on Earth that are of outstanding universal value and as such,

have been inscribed on the World Heritage List to be protected for future generations to appreciate and

enjoy. It represents the highest global designation for heritage and these sites, of which there are currently

1,121 globally (as at WHC 43 2019), require the highest standards of conservation and protection for the

generations to come.    

5. How can 11 towns in 7 countries really be ONE World Heritage Site?

Each World Heritage Site meets one or more of UNESCO’s stated criteria. To prove this each property

has to produce a statement of Outstanding Universal Value in which it argues and justifies how it meets

the criteria. The Great Spas embody the most internationally famous spa towns of the 18th and 19th

centuries which transformed the health and leisure business and created Europe’s first tourist resorts. No

one spa town can illustrate all the attributes of a Great Spa by itself, but together all of them meet all the

criteria, and therefore a serial approach represents the most appropriate methodology.  

6. What happens next?

Between the 24th and 28th July 2021 the Extended 44th World Heritage Committee will take place

online when the nomination of the Great Spas of Europe will be considered. The recommendation to go

before the WHC was released at the beginning of June 2021. At that point the GSE received its first

indication as to the nature of the recommendation before the Committee. 



 

FAQs, continued

7. How were these 11 towns chosen?

Over ten years of research, expert consultation, conferences and debate resulted in the final selection of the

11 spa towns. In the 19th century there were over 600 European spa towns and these were considered and

chosen through a comparative analysis which measured each spa against the UNESCO criteria. Numbers

were slowly reduced by a complex interdisciplinary analysis from 87 to 42 to 16 and finally to the 11 Great

Spas we see today. World Heritage requires the smallest number to demonstrate Outstanding Universal

Value. 

Selecting the Great Spas

8. Why were these spa towns chosen?

These eleven most representative spa towns epitomise the most famous and fashionable spa resorts of the

18th century and 19th century. This is not just based on architectural and historic reasoning but as towns

at the forefront of communication and cultural activity in a society where the middle-class was emerging

and the concepts of internationalism and democracy were prevalent. These were ‘the’ places to be seen and

became known as the Cafés, Salons and Summer Capitals of Europe. 

9. What makes these towns so special?

There remain over 400 working spa towns across Europe and those selected are the crème de la crème of

Europe’s best. The eleven Great Spas architectural ensembles, parks, gardens and landscapes are maintained

to the highest standards. They also maintain a wide range of outstanding cultural activities, welcome an

international clientele and provide a continuing living tradition of leisure, health and well-being.  

10. Why did you decide to do this project? 

Bath in the UK is currently the only spa town on the World Heritage List, it was inscribed in 1987. Since

2006 spa towns in Germany and the Czech Republic have considered that they too have spa towns that

could demonstrate Outstanding Universal Value, and this led to a cooperative effort that has resulted in

the nomination of the Great Spas of Europe in 2019. This coincided with the growing interest in serial

and transnational nominations and a new perspective that they can bring to the World Heritage List. 

11. How long has it taken?

The project really took-off after a major international ICOMOS conference in Baden-Baden in November

2010, which stimulated the creation of a Steering Group. Work got underway with serious research and

the appointment of independent experts in 2013 and after much debate and many meetings the

nomination was written in 2018. It has now been evaluated but due to the covid-19 pandemic will not be

considered by the World Heritage Committee until July 2021. 

12. Which towns did not make the grade and why?

Each of the spa towns selected had to meet strict criteria and to show that it could demonstrate the very

best of not only historic significance but attributes that survive today, based on authenticity and integrity,

with evidence that can be seen today of a continuing living tradition. 



 

FAQs, continued
13. What about places outside Europe?

the hamman tradition of the Arab world in the near and Middle-East, 

the onsen tradition of Japan and the far-east, 

colonial traditions in north, central and South America,

and traditional tribal spa cultures in New Zealand and the Americas. It would be possible to develop

other serial nominations based on these traditions providing that they could demonstrated that they

meet the UNESCO criteria.

The comparative analysis was carried out on a global basis prior to focussing on the European tradition.

Other distinct spa traditions can be seen around the world, for example; 

14. What will it mean in practice to be a “Great Spa of Europe”? ie what is the added benefit of

being in this club?

To be a partner in a new and unique European project with such a strong brand will bring benefit to

destination management and promotion. Cooperation through the Great Spas Management Board will

develop a new identity that will support cultural programmes, exchange, youth projects, conservation,

regeneration, investment and education in each spa town. 

The collective impact of this will be far greater than any one spa town could achieve on its own behalf. 

 Being a “Great Spa of Europe” also brings responsibilities in terms of protecting the spa town heritage and

setting, keeping it safe for future generations. 

15. How much will it cost my city/region/country? 

Each city/region/country defines the amount of money which they have or will spend on the sustainable

development of the site. 

16. How much has it cost?

In terms of direct expenditure to the spa towns the cost of developing and preparing the nomination by the

Great Spas of Europe all together is in the region of 850/900,000 Euros over a nine-year period. 

The Mayors of the eleven spa towns pay an annual membership fee to the GSE which is determined by

the programme of activity as agreed by the Mayors and funded according to the population size of each spa

town. The regions and countries do not fund the annual activity of the GSE. 

17. What are the financial benefits? 

World Heritage inscription is the highest international accolade available for heritage and cultural sites.

The value of this is incalculable but new inscribed sites often experience a rapid rise in visitor numbers

along with associated benefits and some disadvantages. 

Benefits include new investment in infrastructure, transportation and visitor facilities, disadvantages can

include over-crowding and a degrading of the visitor experience, over-use of motor transport and coach

trips, stress on local communities and development pressures. All of these matters are raised and addressed

in the Property Management Plan as submitted to UNESCO.   

Benefits of being a Great Spa of Europe   



 

FAQs, continued
18. What difference does it make to my town/region/country?

Wider media exposure will result in a destination becoming better known. Greater investment in the Great

Spas will lead to job creation and a diversity of opportunity. Sustainable tourism strategies will lead to

long-term benefits and investment in the local economy. This will have a knock-on effect in education,

enhanced environmental protection, improvements in the quality of life and a rise in property values.

These benefits should be retained locally as far as it is possible. Smaller spa towns throughout Europe

should also benefit from increased interest of the European spa town phenomenon, and the benefits of this

nomination could be felt in other communities outside the bid.

19. On a practical level, how do the towns work together?

The spa towns work together on four specific levels; the key advisory body is the International Steering

Group of heritage representatives from the seven State Parties, the overall management is provided by the

Mayors Steering Group of the eleven Mayors of the spa towns, the practical implementation of the action

plan is driven by the Site Managers Group, one from each spa town and the Tourism Officer Group

represents the tourism professionals from each spa town. There are numerous other subject specific sub-

groups. 

20.  Will World Heritage Status bring more visitors – in some places this may be seen as a bad thing –

overcrowding/ over-tourism/COVID worries/sustainability and protection issues?

Due to the ease of access to the Great Spas World Heritage inscription will inevitably lead to an increase

in visitor numbers, those with a heritage curiosity, those who will prefer to choose a Great Spa rather than

any other spa town, those seeking a healthy and well-being break and those attracted by the emphasis on

the therapeutic landscapes surrounding the Great Spas. The spa towns were the original European tourist

destinations and are well known for their sophisticated visitor management infrastructure and provision of

high quality accommodation. Day visits are discouraged and visitor marketing is outlined in the Great Spas

sustainable tourism strategy as submitted to UNESCO.

21. How accessible are the Great Spas of Europe – air/train/road connections? 

All Great Spas are connected by rail although one or two are not on main line routes. All are accessible by

good road networks and none are further than two hours from an international airport. Green and slow

tourism will however be encouraged and cycle and walking access is to be emphasised as part of the Great

Spas’ commitment to the United Nations Sustainability Goals.  

Practical Questions  

22. Will local businesses have to live with more restrictive urban control and planning restrictions?

The impact of World Heritage status is usually seen as a positive outcome, one of which is generally of benefit

to local business. The protection, conservation and presentation of the OUV of a historic site is carried out

under existing planning regulations and development control and should be seen in a positive way.  However,

any destruction or harmful intervention in the historic fabric, or construction of inappropriate new structures,

might be detrimental to the OUV of a site and this should be opposed by the city authorities. Inappropriate

development in one spa town puts the World Heritage status of all eleven at risk.  



 

FAQs, continued
23. Will World Heritage Site status change the towns? 

Yes, but in a controlled way and over a long-term programme of protection, conservation, management,

improvement and investment. 

24.  Will World Heritage status protect the towns?

25. How can our readers/listeners/viewers/followers visit and what will they find there?

All Great Spas are easily accessible and offer a wide range of quality accommodation. Cultural activities

and heritage attractions compliment the health and leisure treatments traditionally associated with spa

towns. Local gastronomy and wine present a distinctive feature of each spa along with more contemporary

well-being programmes. Rural pursuits, walking and cycling in the surrounding pristine therapeutic

landscapes awaits all visitors. 

27. Won’t it just be one big museum? 

Far from it. The Great Spa towns focus on health and well-being, good living and good food in pristine

environments and beautiful landscapes. Cultural programmes are varied and extensive and you need not go

near a museum if you so wish, although the experience will increase your understanding of the place and all

it represents in terms of World Heritage. 

28. What’s the best order to see the towns in?

There is no one route between the eleven Great Spas, it all depends on the preferred point of departure. There

is a central European cluster including Austria, Czech Republic and Germany of seven spa towns in easy

distance of each other. Those in Belgium, France, Italy and the UK are further afield and are best connected by

rail travel via Brussels, Paris, Florence and London. In future bespoke rail packages will be available between

groups of the Great Spas.

World Heritage status is only granted to those places that guarantee to protect and preserve the

Outstanding Universal Value of the place – so protection is an integral part of the process. This is provided

through the Property Management Plan that is reviewed and submitted to UNESCO every six years. It is

based on regular monitoring and the preparation of State of Conservation reporting. World Heritage Sites

require an enhanced level of management compared to other heritage designated sites.    

26. What’s the best way to enjoy the Great Spas of Europe? 

To visit all eleven towns in one visit would take around three weeks and would not be a relaxing

experience! It is best to visit the Great Spas in groups of two or three destinations at a time to benefit from

the contrast of cultural activities, health treatments available and the contrasting landscapes. A minimum

of three days should be spent in each place, and while there is plenty to do and see in each town, relaxation

is also an important activity!



 

FAQs, continued
29.  What’s the oldest/best/biggest/most famous/ etc?

Strictly speaking, the Great Spas of Europe should be viewed as one property, and so competition between

the towns is discouraged! 

The Great Spas vary in size from populations of 5,500 to 88,500 with an average size of 20,000. Some are

complete settlements whilst others are Spa Quarters within larger towns. All have been internationally

famous at different times and developed keen rivalry for investment and the attraction of Royalty,

aristocracy, politicians, writers, scientists, medics, artists and composers. 

As one spa town rose in popularity another declined only to rise again decades later. This is the cyclical

nature of the continuing living tradition and the need for constantly refreshing the offer to attract new

custom to the Great Spas.

30. Famous visitors – did anyone visit all of the Great Spas?

31. How do these towns connect to EHTTA?

Whilst the Great Spas of Europe represent the crème de la crème of the spa towns EHTTA, the European

Historic Thermal Towns Association is all inclusive and represents all spa towns with a heritage of

thermalism, medical care and the attraction of visitors. All Great Spas are members of EHTTA and

support its work with the Council of Europe and the European Institute of Cultural Routes.

Many of the EHTTA members were considered during the preparation of the initial global comparative

analysis which established a hierarchy of spa towns based on a detailed selection criteria. The result of this

study was to reduce the GSE group to the eleven that have now gone forward for consideration by the

World Heritage Committee.  

No one famous person visited all eleven Great Spas in the 19th century. Prince Edward (later King

Edward VII of Great Britain) is known to have visited at least eight of the Great Spas. The Royalty of

Europe would have family gatherings in the Great Spas, composers would seek patronage in the spa towns

and use the peace and quiet whilst ‘taking the cure’ to produce work of fame and longevity; Mozart,

Beethoven, Verdi and Strauss to name just a few. Writers and artists flocked to the spas, while politicians

wished to be seen – treaties were signed here and some important European historical events have links to

the Great Spas. Internationalism was omnipresent in these spas which were often known as “Cafés”,

“Salons” and “Summer Capitals” of Europe, and often had facilities to rival any capital city, in order to

cater for their VIPs and international clientele.

Connections with other spa towns

32. Isn’t it just a club you pay to be in?

No, it is not a club and you cannot pay to join. Gaining World Heritage status represents the completion

of a rigorous process and independent evaluation by international experts. It is a time consuming and

exacting exercise which, if successful, results in recognition for an outstanding contribution to humanity of

universal significance.   



 
The heyday of the Great Spas was in the 18th and 19th centuries when the now familiar countries of

Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany and Italy did not exist. Therefore, many of the spa towns grew up in

independent kingdoms, electorates, provinces, states or protectorates with much of the modern map of

Europe not appearing until after the Congress of Vienna and later still. 

Spa towns are concentrated in the areas of naturally occurring geo-thermal activity and do not relate to

national boundaries. In selecting the most representative group of spa towns in modern day Europe it is

not surprising that there is more than one Great Spa in individual countries.      

34. Bath, one of the Great Spas is already a World Heritage Site and therefore nominated for a

second time –what does that mean? Are there any other places with similar multiple WH

inscriptions?

Bath was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1987 for different reasons to the ones now being

considered for the Great Spas – the OUV is different. Therefore, Bath qualifies to be listed as a Great Spa

as well as individually as it meets with both sets of criteria.  

There are 50 other cases of ‘overlapping’ (as opposed to multiple) inscriptions on the World Heritage List.

These involve large natural sites, such as a national park which also contain a cultural site, monument or

building listed separately, individual sites linked together by a pilgrimage route also on the list, or a linear

feature such as the Roman Frontiers or the Silk Road running through numerous individual sites and

monuments.         

FAQs, continued
33. Why are there 3 towns in Germany and the Czech Republic, and only one in other

countries?
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